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Introduction 

 
If I had a magic wand for your life, your business, your career, what would you wish for? 

 

You know, when I ask that question you probably have a fleeting glimpse crossing your mind’s eye or a gut-feeling vision of what success 

is to you… what you would really love to achieve and what you really would love your life to be about… 

Now, hold that thought… 

 

You see 

Most people have an idea of what they would love to achieve each day, each week, each month, each year….  

 

And yet,  

… whether at work, running their own business, or leading a team in a larger organisation, or at a personal level, so often, they find 

themselves in a quagmire,  maxed out … 

an in-tray the size of a landfill site, 

unable to navigate the labyrinth of blockers that hold them back,  

unable to get the key results that will lead to the success they want. 

unable to change and make a breakthrough.  

 

 

Which means that… 

They suffer dissatisfaction and frustration, 

and in business terms – lack of productivity, reduction in results, financial stress, and often this means seeing money literally drain away 

… in terms of lost business and lost opportunities…  and lost time - that most valuable commodity. 
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And, on a personal level… 

many people are  

unable to live the life they really deserve,  

unable to make a genuine difference…  

unable to leave a true legacy commensurate with your talents 

 

In short… 

many feel unfulfilled … that something is wrong, and it certainly could be better! 

Most people, as you and I know, are in fact living a life far below that of their true potential, or of their dreams.  

 

You know, it doesn’t have to be like that… 

And by the way… It’s not your fault… 
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Success 

 

One of the main reasons people don’t achieve their full potential is that they haven’t specifically decided on what success is for them. You 

see, knowing what success is for us individually provides the context for deciding the results we want to achieve. It makes us 

purposeful… literally. 

 

Now, I don’t intend to get bogged down in definitions of “success”- greater minds than mine have wrestled with it for centuries, and will 

no doubt continue to do so. Suffice to simply open up the question, and provide some guidelines to put you in a position to create some 

answers for yourself.  

 

Let’s get three things absolutely straight: 

  

1. Success is different things to different people 

Whatever your version of success… it’s your version, based on what’s important to you – your values. And for that it is perfectly valid. 

 

2. Success is fun 

Yes, I’m sorry to break this news so early on, but it really does need to be said. 

 

Too many people focus on the “hassle”, the struggle, they perceive will surround them in becoming “successful”. It sounds just like a load 

of hard work, of extra stuff to do on top of an already busy schedule! It is intrinsically associated with extra discipline. Yet, whatever your 

definition of success, I would be so bold as to suggest that if it’s not fun, it’s not success.  

 

Yes, some “sacrifices” will be made along the way… but these are not really sacrifices. They aren’t even “paying the price”. They are 

“Investments in success.”  

 

The top sportspeople invest training time and pounding the roads when others don’t. The world-class concert pianist invests several 

hours every day at the piano, when others don’t. The top business-people invest their time, energy, money to create the results they 

want and others just don’t. 
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What has become apparent to me in studying the achievements of the most successful people, is that fundamentally…  

 

3. Success is CHOSEN. 

 

That’s right. You choose success. Or not. Isn’t that great news!! You choose… 

 

And this choice takes place at a range of levels, from the small, almost unconscious, actions and decisions you take every moment of 

every day, up to the big strategic decisions and actions you take with your life. 
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So, what’s stopping you? 

 

The Quagmire 

Often people come to me and tell me they feel absolutely stuck. Fast. 

 

Many people tell me when we first meet that they really just feel like they are in treacle, and not really genuinely getting anywhere- 

whether in their business or career, or their life in general. They feel in a bit of a quagmire. 

 

Business owners often tell me that the reason they started out in business was to have more freedom and control, and yet these things 

are the first two things that are sacrificed on the altar of running their own business. Their business is running them. 

 

Those in high level careers often feel overwhelmed by the sheer volume of activity, of busy-ness, and seldom get to focus on the bigger 

strategic picture, and also often struggle to juggle the demands of corporate life with other parts of their life. 

 

And for most people, whether in business or any part of their life, even if they start to make changes, they find that sustaining those 

changes becomes almost impossible, and they go back to where they were… perhaps even feeling it’s one step forward two steps back,  

or even if they are a little bit better off, and perhaps a little further forward, it’s not really much, and certainly they haven’t waved the 

magic wand! 

 

You know, it really doesn’t have to be like that. 

And I think you’ll agree, that’s not a very good way to live the one chance you’ve got. 

 

 

There are in fact 9 main reasons people don’t make breakthroughs and achieve their true potential in life. 

Let’s now turn to those  

 

 

9 Reasons Why People Fail to Achieve Their Full Potential… 



 

 

Reason #1:  Lack of Purpose and Vision 

 

Those who have no sense of purpose, and no clear vision, no 

sense of direction, find their lives lack clarity and are missing a 

sense of significance. 

 

Without a clear purpose, a sense of direction, it’s impossible to 

formulate a plan for personal growth, and life descends into a 

series of daily “chores”. 

 

Decision making is very difficult without a clear purpose, and risk 

cannot be assessed because the true overall purpose, the true 

outcome, is not available to give context to strategic life 

decisions. Opportunities are missed, and sometimes false 

opportunities distract… because the purpose is, at best, cloudy.  

 

In short, it’s difficult to feel you are getting anywhere if you 

haven’t got anywhere to get. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Notes 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Reason #2:  Lack of Specific Goals and Objectives 
 

Often, even if people do have a sense of purpose and clarity of 

vision, if that is not cascaded into a set of clear goals and 

objectives, there will be problems… and this will lead to further 

frustration at not getting closer to the vision. 

 

Clarity of what needs to be achieved in the long-term, the 

medium-term, and the short term is often missing from many 

people’s lives, and most are focused on “fighting fires.” 

 

Now, fire-fighting isn’t the goal (although it can feel as if it is the 

only item on the daily agenda). 

 

We can all achieve goals. You and I have done so many times in 

the past. In fact, I bet you can think back to a time right now 

when you achieved a specific goal, whether as a child attaining 

some achievement at school, or winning a prize, or simply 

collecting enough pocket money to buy a special item or toy. Or 

as an adult, at work, or in business, or as part of a team, or even 

planning and enjoying that special family holiday, or trip of a 

lifetime.  

 

Yet, too often in adult life, whilst we have the wherewithal to 

focus on achievements (it is in fact our natural state, and most 

people are only truly happy when working towards a meaningful 

objective), many people simply have not got current goals, and 

certainly very few have a master plan – a series of goals and 

objectives on an overall journey. 

Many days are therefore expended in the so-so zone of 

mediocrity and routine. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Notes 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Reason #3:  Lack of Knowledge or Know How 

 

Many people think that to get a better job, a promotion, or to 

improve their business, or to make any changes, they need loads 

of extra knowledge. 

 

But knowledge is only part of what’s required… and sometimes, 

it’s not so much the knowledge that makes a difference but the 

confidence that comes with the knowledge. 

 

There are many examples of people with superior technical 

knowledge who haven’t reached the heights of their profession, 

and indeed have settled some way below peers with far less 

expertise. 

 

And when it comes to knowledge, in the current climate, with 

knowledge being so readily accessible in the information era, it’s 

more likely to be lack of Know-How, not lack of knowledge, that 

holds people back. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Notes 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Reason #4:  Lack of Order and Organisation 

 

Many people struggle to function effectively because at some 

level they are disorganised, disordered, have no system or 

structure to their lives. Of course, there’s more to life than it 

being controlled and organised. But in order to give of your best, 

you will need to have a life that operates easily and effectively, 

with the minimum of fuss. 

 

Many people spend (expend) their resources because they simply 

aren’t capable of seizing opportunities as they arise, because 

they are in such a state of disorganisation that such 

opportunities fly by in disguise. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Reason #5: Failure 

to Communicate 

Company Goals 

Reason #5: Failure 

to Communicate  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Notes 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Reason #5:  Old Attitudes, Beliefs and a Poor Mindsets 

Most people have limiting beliefs, which affect their day-to-day 

behaviours, affect their habits, affect their actions and in turn 

affect their results.  

The “Mind” is not just the brain… it’s cellular. 

Our mind operates based on stimuli that come from every cell of 

our body, every thought, every word, every action, every feeling, 

every experience, every ounce of energy expended. All these 

things add to our mindset. It’s the memory carried around in 

every muscle. It’s the associations conjured up by every fibre of 

our existence. Each cell of our existence has a memory power, 

like mini caches of RAM, that make up our overall belief system. 

These stored memories of experiences, the associations in our 

mindset, create a reaction in all our cells too. Our mindset is all 

encompassing and all-pervading. That’s why it controls what we 

do and what we get, at every level. It is also unique to us… a 

Thought-print. 

We carry this thought-print around with us. It infuses every part 

of our mind, and it is the default setting for our mind. It is our 

unconscious being, our subconscious mind. And it is far more 

powerful than our conscious mind. And that’s why it has most 

impact on the way we behave. It can process billions of pieces of 

information in a second, through our senses. And what is 

important to us will determine which bits of information get 

filtered out and which bits get acted upon. The conscious mind 

can process only a fraction of the information, which is why it is 

our subconscious mind that is the driving force of our mindset, 

actions, results, success. 

Feeding this thought-print, our mindset, with limiting beliefs and 

outmoded negative attitudes, leads to poor behaviours, low 

performance, poor habits, below par results and limited levels of 

success. 

 Notes 



 

 

Reason #6:  Failure to Allocate Resources Appropriately 

 

Fundamentally, we have three prime resources: Time, Energy 

and Money. 

And so many people use these without being clear about their 

purpose, their goal;s, that they end up wasting them or 

deploying them ineffectively. 

 

Many people suffer from the draining of these resources, like 

water being lost by a whole host of leaks. 

 

People suffer: 

Time drains 

Energy drains 

Money drains 

 

Often people find they spend money on a project, even expend 

some energy on it, but don’t give it the requisite time to come to 

fruition. Or they spend time and money on an opportunity, but 

their heart isn’t in it and they don’t put in the effort or energy 

required to get the best from it. 

 

Or, they spend time, energy and money on something that is not 

in line with their true goals and objectives, and their longer-term 

purpose.  

 

The result is often a half-hearted attempt to achieve something 

that is only half-desired anyway. 
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Reason #7:  Fear 

 

Fear  

 

 of failure,  

 of rejection,  

 of loss (risk),  

 or even fear of success itself! 

 

Fear of failure is the most common cause of failure amongst 

adults! Think about it. People tend not to take on new ideas, new 

activities, in case they fail. 

 

Fear of rejection often stops people setting goals in the first 

place because they fear they will encounter the rejection of such 

lofty aspirations from the people closest to them. 

 

Fear of loss (often associated with money) is often the fear that 

prevents people seizing opportunities, or following a path that 

could make them truly successful. 

 

And for many, the fear of what they will lose by moving from 

their current comfortable situation to one that is more successful 

means they actually fear achieving the goals they say they have. 
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Reason #8:  Low Self-Esteem and Lack of Confidence  

The FURBALL of FAILURE 

 

You know when an animal has a Fur-ball stuck in its throat. 

Normally a result of constantly licking their own fur, it builds up 

in the throat and can be very dangerous for the animal. The poor 

creature can do nothing else but cough and cough and cough. It 

is paralysed by simply coughing and spluttering in an attempt to 

expel this ball of hair and fur. If it can cough it up it experiences 

immense relief. 

 

In a similar way, many people carry round a Fur-ball of Failure in 

their mind… a sort of huge ball of interconnected past “failures” - 

things they did badly or got wrong. Part of the thought-print 

mentioned earlier is based on our own image of ourselves, what 

we believe we can or can’t do, and who we are/ are not, and 

what our “proper place” in the world is. This can mean people 

think “success is for other people, not for little old me”. This 

inner image of self leads to success or to self-sabotage… and 

self-fulfilling prophesies – “that’s just my luck that is!” resulting 

in a sort of resigned acceptance that will never achieve, improve, 

or succeed. It can also be external… often reflected back to us by 

others… they mirror back our own doubt. And we absorb that 

doubt.  
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Reason #9:  Resistance to Change - The FTI Virus 

 

Have you ever been on a course, seminar, or training event, or 

read a business book, or listened to an audio programme, come 

away filled with ideas and inspiration, but never got round to 

implementing even ten per cent of the ideas? 

 

Yes?  

 

Don’t worry, you are not alone! 

 

The final reason businesses fail to achieve their true potential is 

the FTI Virus… 

 

FTI = Failure to Implement. 

 

The challenge for most business people is not that they don’t 

know what to do to grow their business but that there’s a barrier 

between knowing and doing. 

 

I’ve met hundreds, nay thousands, of business owners, all full of 

great ideas to take their business forward, but simply suffering 

from this pandemic – the FTI Virus. 

 

The result is a deep sense of frustration at not getting to do what 

they know they should/could be doing. 

 

 

 

 

Implementation comes from a desire to act… but more than a 

desire, it’s a compulsion that happens without thinking about it. 

To break the psychological barrier requires a fresh psychological 

approach. 
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An ACTION Plan…   

 

 

 

All of these 9 reasons, whether individually or in combination, lead to a tendency for people to get stuck and to stay as they are. Most 

people limit themselves, allow the blockers to triumph.  

 

Successful people are faced with the same challenges, the same apparent limitations as everyone, yet they have a habit of breaking 

through those blockers.  

 

Whilst there are an infinite variety of answers to the question “what is success”, all the routes to “success” have common themes, shared 

principles in action. And making the breakthrough to change is at the core. 

 

 
  



 

 

So, how do you overcome these challenges to make a breakthrough? 
 
In the past 15 years of working with people from all walks of life, from small one-man businesses and professional practices, up to some 

of the world’s largest organisations, I’ve developed a number of tried and tested and proven tools and techniques and strategies to help 

people to address these issues. 

 

Whilst it would be impossible in such a short space to describe in full the tools, techniques and strategies to employ, here at least is a 

roadmap to follow. 

 

By adopting this fresh approach, which may seem a challenge at first, you will notice a significant change in the way you are living your 

life. In fact, when following this track with my clients I expect a noticeable improvement and tangible results within 28 days… it really is 

that quick. 

 

So… 

 

  



 

 

1. First up, set aside time. 
 

 

This is the biggest shift required right up front. It may be that you feel you have no extra time to give. There’s only 24 hours in each day 

after all… and the reason you are reading this report is that you are already maxed out! 

 

So, it’s not a case of finding more time, but of allocating your time better: find the time to shift into Strategic mode for a while. This 

really is the first test of how serious you are about getting out of the quagmire and achieving that Magic Wand life.  

 

 

 

2.  Create your Vision 
 
All successful individuals, all successful teams, and all successful businesses in any field, begin with a clear Vision. And that Vision, that 

sense of Purpose, drives them to achieve things others just simply cannot achieve. 

 

Purpose gives a sense of significance, a feeling that you are following a meaningful path, a journey, and whilst on that journey, there are 

chapters of your life to write, a cause to perform better and better for, and a reason to achieve the results you wish to attain. 

 

And it’s no surprise that you will find this trait is common for all those people, in whatever field of human endeavour who have attained 

the highest level of success. 

 

The heightened sense of Purpose, of significance, impacts every day on the way they behave, the way they perform, the actions they 

take, the results they achieve, and ultimately on the levels of success they reach. 

 

Start off by asking the Magic Wand question, and engaging that Vision as if it had already happened. Go on, cast yourself forward, as if 

the wand has been waved. What does it look like and feel like, to have that life? Are you genuinely engaged with that expectation… in 

your gut? 

 



 

 

Having that picture embedded in your subconscious mind, of what you want your life to be about, is essential for true success. 

 

Make the Vision clear – use mindmaps, write it out, or maybe use one of my unique Stratagrams (Strategic Diagrams). 

 

Discover your Purpose, your Cause. 

Understand and write out your Values.  

Write a Clear Vision – based on your Purpose, a mental image of you achieving it. 

Only share your purpose, goals and the journey you are taking with those who can help you get there, or who are an intrinsic part of the 

journey. 

 

 
 

3.  Recognise your Unique Talent 
 

 

…and make it central to your Purpose.   

Focus on the unique talent you have… talent that will allow you to deliver value to the world, and thereby derive so much value in return. 

Identify what it is in life that you are good at and love doing, that you have a natural flair for, that you have developed certain skills in, 

and that you are passionate about. If you are unsure what that is, start to write down those things, start to find out from other people. 

Listen to what people tell you that you are great at.  

Seek to deliver this to the world as effortlessly as possible with the greatest impact possible. Make this central to your Purpose and your 

plan… 

 

 

  



 

 

4.  Create your Growth Strategy 
 

Once you have a clear Vision, create an outline plan, working back from the Vision to now.  

This is an outline plan… it’s a strategy not a strait-jacket. 

 

Create a plan for the next 3 years, with significant waypoints along the way.  

Make this a one-page, highly engaging, visual plan. Again I use a very specific Stratagram (Strategic Diagram) for this. 

 

 

With a clear master plan, comprising goals and objectives as waypoints on the journey, you can KISS –  

Keep It Simply Significant 

and 

Keep It Significantly Simple. 

 

Such clarity, will ensure you are not wasting your resources of time, energy and money on dead ends. Every investment of these 

resources, every commitment, is deliberate and significant. And simplicity is at the heart of this approach. You instantly know what you 

want, and so it’s easy to dismiss so much of the clutter. 

 

  



 

 

5.  Conduct a Self Upgrade  
 

Get yourself “fit for purpose”, in mind, body, spirit; in the way you think, in the way you speak, in the way you act, in the way you look, 

and in your environment. 

 

This signals the new you. It’s a statement to yourself that you are making a change. Even little things here can make a huge difference to 

the way you see yourself. So, even an overhaul of your wardrobe will create an effect, or a deliberate change of attitude based on your 

physiology or the way you speak. 

  

Clear the clutter, and get “sorted” in all areas of your life. Remember the objective here is not to be organised. It’s not organisation for 

organisation’s sake. It’s about simple self-management to allow you to function effortlessly, especially in relation to your Unique Talent. 

Now, this involves having an uncluttered environment, supportive enabling structures in relation to your work and business life, and 

being what I refer to as “sorted!”  

 

For example, having all your personal paperwork up to date, your Will, your financial affairs, and other such documentation, and 

maintaining that level of order, leaves you free to focus on other things of greater importance. Do you know when your Passport is set for 

renewal? Do you have a system for referring to such items? 

Creating a system of control will allow you to flourish in pursuing the goals you set, rather than constantly being held back in the mire of 

endless clutter. 

 

 

  



 

 

6.  TPR - Take Personal Responsibility 
 

One of the traits you will notice about all successful people is that they have accepted full responsibility for their success. They don’t 

blame their boss, the weather, the government, or anyone else for their situation or circumstances, and certainly not for the results they 

achieve. 

 

No more blaming, complaining, whinging or whining. Let your Inner Champion slay your subCranium demon whenever he pipes up with 

“You can’t do that” or “that will never work”, or “grumble, grumble, woe is me.” 

 

Write out a card that says: “I am fully responsible for everything I am, everything I have, and everything I will become.” Read this every 

day. And believe it. 

 
 

 
7.  Create a series of short term missions in line with your master plan  
 

Once your 3-year plan is clear, decide on (and commit to) between 1-3 immediate goals to achieve in the next 90 days. These must be 

goals that  

 

a) have an immediate impact in terms of results  

and 

b) a lasting effect in terms of sustained growth.  

 

Make these goals big, challenging, real breakthroughs. Make them seem special; goals that you are genuinely committed to. Take bold 

decisive actions on these Missions. 

 

Allocate your resources of time, energy, money in accordance with these goals. 
 

  



 

 

8.  Develop effective habits for success 
The achievement of all successes, all goals rests with just a few Key factors. In fact, in many cases there is just one Key Factor on which 

the successful achievement of a goal will depend. These are often those habitual activities that will build with persistent progression over 

time. 

 

Create habits of excellence in these areas. 
 

 

 

 

9.  Create a time-planning system that allows you to thrive 
 

Success is often about having enabling structures (systems that allow you to thrive, to perform at your best), and this is particularly the 

case with time. 

 

So, create a robust time structure that includes: 

 

 a year plan 

 a monthly plan 

 a weekly plan 

 a weekly self-organisation session (SOS) – I recommend a Friday -  to keep on top of your admin, reflect on what’s happened in 

the week just gone, and prepare for the week to come. 

 a daily Action Plan – write this every day… colour code tasks, and indicate priorities. 

 Have a Golden Hour every day when you work with intensity on those key areas that create your most important results. 

 

As well as this time planning structure, create enabling structures in as many parts of your life as possible. For example, when I have a 

speaking engagement booked there’s a full checklist (system) that caters for 90% of the routine preparations, leaving me to focus on the 

10% that will make the big difference. 

And, get as much support as possible from those around you so that you can focus on what you do best, that is essential to achieve 

those key results. 



 

 

10.  Upgrade your Beliefs 
 

If you genuinely believe, and expect, success, you will take action on those things you need to do… and you will do it with urgency, with 

energy, with enthusiasm, with clarity of focus. 

 

What you believe is essential, so to begin to  change, upgrading your beliefs is imperative. 

 

There are many ways of doing this, involving a degree of self-reprogramming, and many psychological tools are available. I have 

developed a set of techniques (I call them “Visual-is-ACTIONS”) which I know work, as I’ve used them many times with many people to 

dramatically increase their results. This is not just about feeling better, but about creating a noticeable shift in behaviour, performance, 

and results, fast. 

 

The Visual-is-ACTION tools are not designed as any sort of “quick fix”, though you will see some very tangible and specific changes 

happening in the first 28 days of using them. If you are new to this whole area, here are the fundamental principles for all of the Visual-

is-ACTION techniques: 

 

a) Seeing is Believing. 

And we can only achieve what we believe 

Therefore if we see it, we can believe it and achieve it. 

 

b) The images we carry around in our heads have a huge impact on the way we behave, on our performance, and therefore on our 

results.  So if we carry pictures around in our mind of success, we will start to behave in a way which is consistent with that 

success, we will get results which are consistent with that success, and we will achieve that success. 

 

c) The subconscious is very child-like: very literal. What we feed in is believed. We need to feed in the right imagery and 

associations, to give it the correct commands that are commensurate with the success we are aiming for. 

 

d) What we feed into our subconscious controls our behaviours at a habitual level… and we know that successful people are those 

who have successful habits. 

 

e) The mind cannot tell the difference between what is real and what is imagined. 



 

 

Now, some people think they can’t visualise because they don’t imagine things in full cinemascope or like a 3D film. They perhaps think in 

a different way, based on gut feelings, or on sounds, or more likely a combination of senses. Let’s be clear: when I use the term 

“Visualise” I don’t just mean the pictures. And if you don’t think in pictures, it’s about the feeling you generate. So “visualising” a future 

goal is not just about creating pictures of it. It’s about creating a greater sense than that. 

 

That’s why there’s one other element to these Visual-is-ACTION techniques. Creating pictures is one thing, but getting inside those 

images and playing them out as real episodes in your mind’s eye is the key. You see, it’s how you “C” them… Without the aCtion element, 

they are just fanciful day-dreaming. Add action, and they become a vignette playing out in your mind, a scene that the mind believes to 

be real. The mind is engaged with it happening, and the level of belief increases. 

 

Of course, it’s not simply a question of sitting around playing mind-tricks, and idly day-dreaming and using secret wishing techniques. 

The mind has to genuinely believe in it, and for that to happen it requires as much of the surrounding conscious evidence to support the 

new mindset as possible. Whilst the subconscious can hold onto the belief from the visual-is-ACTION technique, we can provide additional 
external, tangible evidence to help it believe even more. 

 

 

 
11.  Always keep learning, studying, improving  
 

Seek excellence through continuous practice, development and expertise in your chosen field. Immerse yourself in being the best you can 

be. 

 

Model those who have followed a similar path to the one laid out in front of you. 

 

What did they do? What skills did they have? What did they need to learn? What did they need to grow? What support did they need to 

put in place to allow them to flourish? 

  



 

 

12.  Choose 
 

Perhaps now is the moment to CHOOSE SUCCESS. 

 

The results you have got so far in life are a result of choices… not necessarily conscious choices, but choices all the same. The quality of 

our lives always rests with the choices we make.   

 

Not choosing is also a choice. This is both your one chance, and your one choice. NOT CHOOSING is CHOOSING NOT to change… 

 

If your life depended on it, could you? Yes! 

Well, here’s the news: Your Life does depend on it! The quality of your results rests with your choice now… to change. 

 

I wish you every success… 

 

 

 

 

 

 



YOUR Action Plan…  

Time to download… 

Now, this is not just a chance to write down the things which have been confirmed, and the things that have been learned (note: If you 

have been reminded of something that you already knew, but had never done anything about, it should be classed as newly learned) -It’s 

a chance to commit to action, and step into… 

The ACTION Zone: What am I going to do about all this..?



Sustaining it… 

Of course, you want to rapidly boost your personal success, to make that breakthrough… to reach up to the next level. 

And once you’ve got there, you don’t want to slip back. 

Building in sustainability to your personal growth plans is therefore essential. 

Wishing you Every Success… 

FOCUS on Purpose 

Phil Olley 

"The UK's leading specialist on business and personal FOCUS" 

Phil’s new book: “RESULT! Think decisively, take action, get results” published by Pearson, is available in all good bookshops and 

on Amazon.

http://www.amazon.co.uk/Result-Think-Decisively-Action-Results/dp/0273779486/


Phil Olley Consulting 

www.PhilOlley.com  

Twitter: 

LinkedIn: 

@Phil_Olley 

www.linkedin.com/in/philolley

www.facebook.com/philolleyunlimited Facebook

http://www.facebook.com/philolleyunlimited
http://www.linkedin.com/in/philolley
http://www.twitter.com/phil_olley


To attend one of Phil’s Breakthrough Seminars 

email info@PhilOlley.com 

for the latest details, dates and venues. 

or see Phil’s website: www.PhilOlley.com 

To book a 20 minute exploratory discussion

on how Phil may be able to help you achieve greater focus and a life of purpose, email Sharon, Phil’s Business 
Manager, sharon@PhilOlley.com.
Phil works very closely with select clients on a 1-1 bases to help them achieve their personal, professional and business breakthroughs. 

These sessions are not booked lightly, and we respectfully request that such exploratory discussions are booked with the intent of 

establishing whether, and exactly how, Phil is able to work with you, rather than to discuss it as only a vague possibility. 

mailto:info@PhilOlley.com
http://www.philolley.com/
mailto:sharon@PhilOlley.com


About Phil Olley 

Following an exciting military career, including the rigours of 

Officer training at Dartmouth, tours to The Falklands, Gulf, 

Northern Ireland, and much of the rest of the world, Phil entered 

business in 1990. From his subsequent wide experience of sales 

and business, he began to distil the ingredients of success into 

clearly understandable principles and following a Life-threatening 

(and life-changing) near-death experience, established Phil Olley 

Consulting in 1999, working with a number of businesses and 

individuals to help them set goals, grow their businesses and 

generate peak performance.   

He quickly became a sought-after inspirator, coach and presenter 

and has worked with business people throughout the world, from 

SME owner-managers to strategic leaders in international brands 

helping them become “result-aholics”.  

As well as working with many commercial organisations, Phil's 

performance coaching methods and processes have been 

adopted in Leadership and Strategic Development programmes 

with UNICEF and The World Food Programme. 

His first book, Counting Chickens – The ‘Nexus’ principles 

for personal and professional development”  has already 

“gone international”, a second edition being specially produced 

for an Asian audience. 



His new book, RESULT! Think Fast, Take Action, Get Results, 

was published by Pearson, and already negotiations have been 

agreed for it to be translated and published in Japan and China . 

Phil regularly features on BBC radio and contributes to national 

press articles, and prime-time TV programmes, including a 

number of appearances on the Richard & Judy show! 

He has written articles and columns for business magazines, and 

most recently, a regular contributor to The Market magazine, 

headed up by James Caan of Dragon’s Den fame. 

In addition to speaking at conferences and business events, and 

running masterclasses and seminars, he works 

with select individual clients on a one-to-one basis; in both the 

UK, and throughout the rest of the world; from Europe, to USA, 

and to the Far East. 

www.PhilOlley.com 

http://www.philolley.com/
http://www.amazon.co.uk/Result-Think-Decisively-Action-Results/dp/0273779486/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1351603334&sr=1-1



